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One ofa conhiuiing series. ^min^ton Reports

Nylon 66. The gunwith nine lives.
And then some.

It's said that cats have nine lives, because
of their remarkable ability to survive catas
trophe. Our Nylon 66 automatic rifle has
that same ability. And it has at least six
more lives, to boot. Here's the story:

At our Research Center in llion, New York, Rem
ington engineers fired 75,000 rounds from a single
Nylon 66 22 caliber, automatic rim fire rifle. At the
end of the test, there had been no malfunctions and
the gun remained in good firing condition. Now, if you
figure that the average number of rounds fired in a
gun in a lifetime is approximately 5,000 rounds—and
that's on the high side—then that Nylon 66 had been
fired for the equiv'alent of fifteen lifetimes.

Actually
though, one life
time of excep
tionally reliable
use is enough for
most of us. And
that's the very
least you'll get
from the Nylon 66.
We designed it to
take an incredible

amount of abuse.

0 • X. It performs ^^
beautifully in Remington engineer test firing the
any weather. Nylon 66.

, And it's as free of malfunction as a gun can be.
We know of one story, for example, where a

Nylon 66 was burned in a fire. After the soot and
dust were cleaned from it, the gun was fired. It

worked. And that's not surprising, because in tests
•••"'ve shot theNylon 66at a scorching 250° F. We've

frozen it and fired it at minus 40°F. We've soaked
h it in water. Covered it with dust. Buried
i it in mud. And each time, our Nylon 66

came out shooting. If you can find a better
22 than that, buy it.

What gives this gun its remarkable dura
bility? It's the exclusive Remington design
incorporating a super-tough structural nylon
-Du Font 2YTEL®-as the material for the
fore-end and stock. ZYTEL is so tough, in

fact, that it's used to make everything from
high-stress machinery gears to horse
shoes. In the Nylon 66, it makes a stock

that will not warp, crack, chip, peel or
fade for the life of the gun.

So you have an extremely rugged
rifle that doesn't need babying. It
can bounce around the back of a

Nylon 66 MB ^I'uck, lie in a dusty closet for
S59.95* months, slosh around in the bot

tom of a canoe or even sit outside
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your igloo dayafter day. And every time, when you're
ready to use it, it's ready to fire.

And when you fire your Nylon 66, you'll find it an
exceptionally accurate gun. The same barrel-bedding
principle used on the world's most expensive target
rifles is used on the Nylon 66. The action never needs
lubrication, either, be- [
cause the metal parts •
glide on "greaseless
bearings" of nylon that
resist dust, dirt and grit, •
a cause of malfunctions
in other automatics.

Did you ever hear ^ f̂ w -V.. •
ofTom Frye? He was a .^\V.
Remington Field Rep-• v'" * J
resentative when the
gun was ''•*first intro

duced in 1959, and he
wanted to demonstrate ' -i . s- ^

its amazing performance and accuracy. So using two
Nylon 66's in relays (and Peters 22 long rifle car
tridges), he had assistants toss 2%" wooden blocks as
targets. Out of 100,010 targets tossed, Tom hit nil but
si.x—a record which stands to this day. There \vasn t a
single malfunction, and the guns finished in great shape.

We think the Nylon 66 is the most rugged rifle you
can buy. And for the money, one of the most accurate.
It's available with either a brown stock and blued re
ceiver (Mohawk Brown model-$59.95*), or a blaclc
stock with achrome-plated receiver and barrel (Apache
Black model-$64.95*). Both are tube-fed and have a
capacity of fourteen 22 caliber long rifle cartridges.

And while you're at it, get yourself a supply of
Remington high velocity 22s with go den bullets^
They're coated with aspecial hard, dry lubricant that
^von't pick up dirt or lint to carry into the mechanjsrn
of the rifle. And they have "Kleanbore printing so they
won't leave residue to corrode the barrel (This ammu
nition is designed and tested to work efficiently with
the Nylon 66. So it makes sense that you should use it.)

Remington Reports are based on facts documented
by the specialists who design and make our prod-

- ucts. For more information,
write for a copy of our
latest catalog: Remington
Arms Company, Inc.,
Dept. 163, Bridgeport,

I Conn. 06602.
VI,

If§mington
Great gunsdeserve greatammunUiot\. We make b'

'Prices shov/n aro supc'sl-'-d minimum pricoj '̂ ubi'̂ c- to cl-- • 'I

U.S. Pa en 0 f.oldon" ,sa Uademark of ,h. Reminston /
2yWl .5 a ree.sleted Itademarl, o( (he Du Pont Co lor
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